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Marialuisa Tadei is born in Rimini, Italy. She has studied History of Art at the University of 
Bologna and at the Fine Arts Academy in Bologna, in Dusseldorf (where she has been one of the 
Kounelli’s students) and at the Goldsmiths’ College in London. In the early nineties, she started to 
devote herself to sculpture and exhibited her works in museums and galleries in Europe and in 
America. Some of them as Night and Day (2010) and Octopus (2011) are included in the English 
collections of Yorkshire Sculpture Park in Leeds. In the USA two of her projects for sculptures 
(later on carried out) won prizes: Oculus Dei, 2006-2007, Florida International University College 
of Law in Miami and Woman from the Future, 2006-2007, in the City Public Collection of Coral 
Springs, Florida, while Divini Vultus, 2000, is included in the Public Collection at the Bad 
Homburg vor der Höhe in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Some other works of hers are at the 
Musma Sculpture Museum at Matera (The Ark, 1997), in the Acerra Station (Circumvesuviana), 
Naples, at the Mestna Galerija Nova Gorica, Museum of Contemporary Art in Slovenia, at the 
Museum im Prediger, Schwabisch Gmünd, Germany. She won the prize “Mosaic 2013”, BAMM 
(British Association of Modern Mosaicists) with the work The Castle of Sun and the Novartis Prize 
(Permanent Exhibition) in 2001 with Spiral, (Horsham, West Sussex, Great Britain). At present she 
collaborates with the Galleria Bowman Sculpture Ltd, London, member of the society of London 
Art Dealers, and with the Spazio Augeo in Rimini. 

Marialuisa Tadei is fond of synthesis and mark: she is essentially a spiritual artist. She likes better 
light and colors in their decorative symbolic essence. Her modernist aesthetics based on the 
ecstasies over perceptive and tactile visions, use precise organic rhythms which are then 
materialized in big works of environmental Art. 

She devotes herself to Art with the main purpose of displaying the beauty of divine in human nature 
and in the universe. She cannot do this abstractly, but only working on her metaphysical basis, by 
means of light and reflection, as in a mirror, using her range of strong colors as the revelation of her 
creative power: the verticality of ascending movements, the transmission of the Absolute as an 
implicit “in fieri” desire for spiritual lightness even when it is anchored to the lasting firmness of 
bodies and forms. Her style is versatile and the materials she uses are various. At first she is 
attracted by iron, metal and plumage. Later on by techniques as, for instance, glass mosaic (she 
considers it modern as it recalls, in a way, the electronic pixel). She alternates the everlasting 
traditional materials as bronze and marble, alabaster and onyx, with more contemporary media as 
Plexiglas, steel, aluminum and epoxy resin glass. 



 

Some of her works, based on the analysis of primitive Nature considered as a starting point or a 
centre, distinguish themselves by the completeness and sinuosity of their surfaces, by their shades 
of colors and ancestral brightness, from Lucis albus Amplexus, a White bright embrace inside a 
milky mantle of white onyx, to The Seed, in red alabaster, from which everything arises. The 
unfathomable depth of Black Flame, in Marquina marble, comes to life again in Hominis Umbra, a 
thin figure like a candle which trembles, bending without burning out. The hidden, protected 
spirituality of Lucis Familia, in Portugal pink marble, appears in its entirety as the central heart of 
family life: a unit considered as mystical fertility, in the overlapping of heavenly perfection and 
earthly passion. And the softly rhythmical ascending circularity of the pure Sol Cleft, in alabaster, is 
─ an individual solo in a universal choral ─ a revival of tradition as an anchor of historical 
concepts, regenerated by the artist’s contemporary style. Nucleus and Windmill, sculptures in fused 
aluminum, with Genesis, in epoxy fiberglass and stainless steel, represent an emotional condition, 
absolute and existential, the strength of the soul in the ancestral form of its purity, authenticity and 
creative imagination. With their anthropomorphic, cosmic forms, related with one another, they 
recall similarities and implicit correspondences: there are rhythmical-symbolic waves of lines and 
meaningful colors which overlap, facing one another in a suspended space-time dimension, before 
being swallowed up by light. Windmill, in particular, is an abstract, conceptual and spiritual 
motherhood, happily made as a stele or a bulwark of the corporeal and transcendental soul, where 
the Manifesto colors come back ─ azure, blue, green, yellow and red ─ as symbols of bonds, the 
harmonic agreement of saving tones, between Heaven and the earth. Love, in epoxy fiberglass and 
acrylic paint, stainless steel, is, on the contrary, a true motherhood, even if stylized, red and gold: a 
simulacrum of an embrace of bodies and pulsating heads. Marialuisa Tadei’s works are a kind of 
prayer made of flesh and light: her Art for Mankind. 
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